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Environmental issues are arriving at the top of the political agenda in many
countries in Europe and elsewhere.In fact, public awarenessof these issues, and
lobbying by different environmental pressure groups have led to demands for
environmentally acceptable solutions to many of the problems which mankind has
made for itself. In terms of environmental research,biotechnology has an important
role in such solutions.
The University of Birmingham is well-placed to make a significant contribution
to environmental researchthrough biotechnology. A quick glance at the most recent
edition of the brochure "Who Does What in 8iotechnology" (University of Birmingham, 1988)shows that much biotechnology researchrelated to the environment
is being carried out at this institution. The researchranges, for example, from the
study of carcinogen activation in isolated and cultured cells in the School of
Biochemistry, the effects of biocides in relation to the fouling of surfaces by
micro-organisms as well as the treatment of industrial wastes in the Schools of
Chemical and Civil Engineering, to the study of genetically-transformed crops for
release into the agricultural environment and the in vitro conservation of plant
genetic resourcesin the School of Biological Sciences,
Current spending in the U.K. on environmentally-related biotechnology is somewhat limited compared to other areasof biotechnology. During the coming decade,
however, this is likely to increase as appropriate solutions to environmental problems are sought. Much of the researchwill, by its very nature, be interdisciplinary.
The formation of the Environmental Researchand Management (ERM) Group in
the University of Birmingham should strengthen capacity for interdisciplinary
research. Originally founded as an initiative in the Faculty of Science, ERM now
has a university-wide programme with earmarked financial support from the UniCorrespondence
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newly emerging interdisciplinary links. The six papers which follow this brief
introduction represent only a small sample of the environmental researchinterests
here. They describe current work of colleaguesin the Schoolsof Biological Sciences,
Biochemistry and of Chemical and Civil Engineering, and highlight specific aspects
of biotechnology with an environmental perspective.
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